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Analysis of decades of mitigation efforts in Los Angeles demonstrates that airAnalysis of decades of mitigation efforts in Los Angeles demonstrates that air

quality in megacities can be greatly improved.quality in megacities can be greatly improved.
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Since the beginning of the industrial revolution, people have increasingly congregated in urban areas soSince the beginning of the industrial revolution, people have increasingly congregated in urban areas so

that as of 2005, more than half of us lived in cities [that as of 2005, more than half of us lived in cities [CohenCohen, 2006], There are about 28 , 2006], There are about 28 megacitiesmegacities

(http://www.bloomberg.com/infographics/2014-09-09/global-megacities-by-2030.html)(http://www.bloomberg.com/infographics/2014-09-09/global-megacities-by-2030.html), defined by populations greater, defined by populations greater

than 10 million. Most projected future growth in the world’s population will occur in urban areas [than 10 million. Most projected future growth in the world’s population will occur in urban areas [UnitedUnited

NationsNations, 2014]., 2014].

Air pollution often plagues industrialized cities, particularly during their early development. Episodes ofAir pollution often plagues industrialized cities, particularly during their early development. Episodes of

high levels of high levels of sulfurous smogsulfurous smog  (http://glossary.ametsoc.org/wiki/London_(sulfurous)_smog) (http://glossary.ametsoc.org/wiki/London_(sulfurous)_smog) killed or sickened killed or sickened
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thousands in thousands in Donora, Penn., in 1948Donora, Penn., in 1948  (http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=103359330) (http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=103359330), as well as, as well as

in in London in 1952London in 1952  (http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/education/teens/case-studies/great-smog) (http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/education/teens/case-studies/great-smog) [ [Bell and Davis,Bell and Davis, 2001; 2001;

Helfand et al., 2001]. Other cities—primarily in the industrialized regions of the United States andHelfand et al., 2001]. Other cities—primarily in the industrialized regions of the United States and

Europe—also suffered from notoriously bad air quality. These events were the result of very highEurope—also suffered from notoriously bad air quality. These events were the result of very high

emissions of sulfur dioxide, smoke, and other particles during stagnant, foggy weather conditions.emissions of sulfur dioxide, smoke, and other particles during stagnant, foggy weather conditions.

(https://eos.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/PARRISH_4823_Fig-1_rgb.jpg)(https://eos.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/PARRISH_4823_Fig-1_rgb.jpg)

Fig. 1. Degraded air quality in two megacities: (a) Los Angeles in 1948 (from the Fig. 1. Degraded air quality in two megacities: (a) Los Angeles in 1948 (from the Los AngelesLos Angeles

Times Photographic ArchiveTimes Photographic Archive  (http://bit.ly/LA1948) (http://bit.ly/LA1948), UCLA; and (b) Beijing 65 years later (©, UCLA; and (b) Beijing 65 years later (©

JasonLee/Reuters/Corbis).JasonLee/Reuters/Corbis).

As governments controlled more traditional pollution sources and urban vehicle fleets grew, a differentAs governments controlled more traditional pollution sources and urban vehicle fleets grew, a different

type of air pollution also arose. type of air pollution also arose. Photochemical air pollutionPhotochemical air pollution  (http://education.seattlepi.com/difference-between- (http://education.seattlepi.com/difference-between-

industrial-smog-photochemical-smog-4955.html)industrial-smog-photochemical-smog-4955.html)—a new phenomenon, distinct from sulfurous smog—clouded—a new phenomenon, distinct from sulfurous smog—clouded

the skies over Los Angeles, first recognized in the 1950s. This type of air pollution results fromthe skies over Los Angeles, first recognized in the 1950s. This type of air pollution results from

photochemical reactions involving photochemical reactions involving nitrogen oxidesnitrogen oxides  (http://www.epa.gov/region1/airquality/nox.html) (http://www.epa.gov/region1/airquality/nox.html) (NO (NOxx) and) and

volatile organic compounds (volatile organic compounds (VOCs;VOCs;  (http://www.epa.gov/iaq/voc.html) (http://www.epa.gov/iaq/voc.html) e.g., ethylene and benzene) that e.g., ethylene and benzene) that

produce produce ozoneozone  (https://www.epa.gov/ozone-pollution) (https://www.epa.gov/ozone-pollution) (O (O33) and particulate matter. Both cause lung problems,) and particulate matter. Both cause lung problems,

among other deleterious effects, and particulate matter reduces visibility.among other deleterious effects, and particulate matter reduces visibility.

In North America and Europe, the coupling of industrialization and air pollution required the creation ofIn North America and Europe, the coupling of industrialization and air pollution required the creation of

air quality standardsair quality standards  (http://www.epa.gov/oar/criteria.html) (http://www.epa.gov/oar/criteria.html) and regulations for emission sources such as and regulations for emission sources such as

vehiclesvehicles  (http://www.epa.gov/otaq/standards/) (http://www.epa.gov/otaq/standards/), , electrical power generationelectrical power generation

(http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=10151)(http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=10151), and , and industrial facilitiesindustrial facilities

(http://www.epa.gov/airquality/combustion/actions.html)(http://www.epa.gov/airquality/combustion/actions.html). The success of these efforts has caused the most severe. The success of these efforts has caused the most severe

air pollution episodes to be distant memories in those regions. However, as industrialization spread, airair pollution episodes to be distant memories in those regions. However, as industrialization spread, air

quality concerns also spread to other areas of the globe. For example, quality concerns also spread to other areas of the globe. For example, recent news headlinesrecent news headlines
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(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/28/world/asia/most-chinese-cities-fail-pollution-standard-china-says.html?_r=0)(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/28/world/asia/most-chinese-cities-fail-pollution-standard-china-says.html?_r=0) warn of warn of

extreme air pollution episodes in many Chinese cities, including Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhouextreme air pollution episodes in many Chinese cities, including Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou

(Figure 1), showing that urban air pollution remains a (Figure 1), showing that urban air pollution remains a major world health issuemajor world health issue

(http://www.who.int/phe/health_topics/outdoorair/databases/cities/en/)(http://www.who.int/phe/health_topics/outdoorair/databases/cities/en/) [ [Chen et alChen et al., 2013; ., 2013; Grahame et al.Grahame et al., 2014]., 2014].

Cleaning up the world’s air is a daunting task. However, a broad review of about 6 decades of efforts inCleaning up the world’s air is a daunting task. However, a broad review of about 6 decades of efforts in

Los Angeles, including how scientists overcame societal and technical challenges, demonstrates that airLos Angeles, including how scientists overcame societal and technical challenges, demonstrates that air

quality in megacities can, in fact, be greatly improved. Several questions remain: Looking forward, whatquality in megacities can, in fact, be greatly improved. Several questions remain: Looking forward, what

new challenges will megacities now developing throughout the world face? Are there limits to furthernew challenges will megacities now developing throughout the world face? Are there limits to further

improvement of air quality in more developed countries? Looking back, has the improved air quality inimprovement of air quality in more developed countries? Looking back, has the improved air quality in

our cities been worth the large expense required?our cities been worth the large expense required?

Steps Taken to Recover Air Quality over Los AngelesSteps Taken to Recover Air Quality over Los Angeles
At its height in the 1950s and 1960s, air pollution got so bad in Los Angeles At its height in the 1950s and 1960s, air pollution got so bad in Los Angeles that reportedlythat reportedly

(http://www.kcet.org/updaily/socal_focus/history/los-angeles-smoggy-past-photos-31321.html)(http://www.kcet.org/updaily/socal_focus/history/los-angeles-smoggy-past-photos-31321.html) “parents kept their kids “parents kept their kids

out of school; athletes trained indoors; citrus growers and sugar-beet producers watched in dismay asout of school; athletes trained indoors; citrus growers and sugar-beet producers watched in dismay as

their crops withered; the elderly and young crowded into doctors’ offices and hospital ERs withtheir crops withered; the elderly and young crowded into doctors’ offices and hospital ERs with

throbbing heads and short ness of breath.” Motorcycle couriers even donned gas masks duringthrobbing heads and short ness of breath.” Motorcycle couriers even donned gas masks during

particularly particularly severe episodessevere episodes  (http://framework.latimes.com/2014/08/26/fighting-smog-with-gas-masks/) (http://framework.latimes.com/2014/08/26/fighting-smog-with-gas-masks/). On rare. On rare

occasions, ozone con centrations exceeded 600 parts per billion by volume (ppbv, repre sent ingoccasions, ozone con centrations exceeded 600 parts per billion by volume (ppbv, repre sent ing

nanomoles per mole ambient air), and  8-hour averages sometimes exceeded 300 ppbv (Figure 2a).nanomoles per mole ambient air), and  8-hour averages sometimes exceeded 300 ppbv (Figure 2a).

(https://eos.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/PARRISH_4823_Fig-2_rgb.jpg)(https://eos.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/PARRISH_4823_Fig-2_rgb.jpg)

Fig. 2. (a) Fifty-year history of reduction of ambient ozoneFig. 2. (a) Fifty-year history of reduction of ambient ozone

concentrations (in parts per billion by volume (ppbv)) in Losconcentrations (in parts per billion by volume (ppbv)) in Los

Angeles and (b) a logarithmic plot of ambient concentrations ofAngeles and (b) a logarithmic plot of ambient concentrations of
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several air pollutants, normalized to 100 in 1960 [after Warneke etseveral air pollutants, normalized to 100 in 1960 [after Warneke et

al., 2012; Pollack et al., 2013].al., 2012; Pollack et al., 2013].

In Los Angeles, scientific and engineering advances comIn Los Angeles, scientific and engineering advances com   bined with political and societal commitmentbined with political and societal commitment

sustained over decades resulted in sustained over decades resulted in remarkable air quality improvementremarkable air quality improvement

(http://www.kcet.org/updaily/socal_focus/commentary/breathe-deep-thank-the-epa-31265.html)(http://www.kcet.org/updaily/socal_focus/commentary/breathe-deep-thank-the-epa-31265.html). The city took a. The city took a

comprehensive approach that addressed all emission sources. Officials banned open burning and passedcomprehensive approach that addressed all emission sources. Officials banned open burning and passed

laws that curbed industrial pollution. They regulated emissions from electrical power generation; plantslaws that curbed industrial pollution. They regulated emissions from electrical power generation; plants

emitting in excess of certain thresholds closed. Companies built new power plants elsewhere andemitting in excess of certain thresholds closed. Companies built new power plants elsewhere and

transmitted electricity into the city.transmitted electricity into the city.

However, the most critical and effective efforts addressed motor vehicle emissions. Initial effortsHowever, the most critical and effective efforts addressed motor vehicle emissions. Initial efforts

controlled emissions of VOCs and included notably controlled emissions of VOCs and included notably catalytic convertorscatalytic convertors

(http://auto.howstuffworks.com/catalytic-converter.htm)(http://auto.howstuffworks.com/catalytic-converter.htm), engine redesign, and fuel reformulation to minimize, engine redesign, and fuel reformulation to minimize

evaporation and optimize performance of emission controls.evaporation and optimize performance of emission controls.

Documenting RecoveryDocumenting Recovery
In Los Angeles, ambient concentrations of VOCs have decreased by a factor of 50 from 1960 to 2010In Los Angeles, ambient concentrations of VOCs have decreased by a factor of 50 from 1960 to 2010

(solid purple line in Figure 2b), despite a threefold increase in fuel used [(solid purple line in Figure 2b), despite a threefold increase in fuel used [Warneke et alWarneke et al., 2012].., 2012].

Compared with their counterparts in 1960, modern automobiles emit less than 1% as many VOCs perCompared with their counterparts in 1960, modern automobiles emit less than 1% as many VOCs per

distance traveled. Motor vehicle emissions of NOdistance traveled. Motor vehicle emissions of NOxx have decreased more slowly: Ambient concentrations have decreased more slowly: Ambient concentrations

of NOof NOxx have decreased by a factor of 4 from 1960 to 2010 (solid orange line in Figure 2b) [ have decreased by a factor of 4 from 1960 to 2010 (solid orange line in Figure 2b) [Pollack et alPollack et al.,.,

2013].2013].

Photochemical modeling of the historical changes in pollutant concentrations in Los Angeles has notPhotochemical modeling of the historical changes in pollutant concentrations in Los Angeles has not

been accomplished in detail, mainly because of difficulties in reconstructing the emissions inventory.been accomplished in detail, mainly because of difficulties in reconstructing the emissions inventory.

Modeling particulate matter, especially secondary organic aerosols, is particularly challenging.Modeling particulate matter, especially secondary organic aerosols, is particularly challenging.

Measurements and modeling do show that the photochemistry of VOCs and NOMeasurements and modeling do show that the photochemistry of VOCs and NOxx is nonlinear, and is nonlinear, and

ambient concentrations of ozone, ambient concentrations of ozone, peroxyacetyl nitrateperoxyacetyl nitrate  (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9617633) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9617633) (PAN), (PAN),

and particulate matter have responded in a complex manner to emission changes.and particulate matter have responded in a complex manner to emission changes.

Ozone has decreased at about the same rate as NOOzone has decreased at about the same rate as NOx x (Figure 2b), but detailed chemical modeling shows(Figure 2b), but detailed chemical modeling shows

that this is not a simple causal relationship. The ratio of ambient VOCs to NOthat this is not a simple causal relationship. The ratio of ambient VOCs to NOxx, which controls many, which controls many

aspects of the photochemistry, has decreased by a factor of about 12 over the period from 1960 to 2010aspects of the photochemistry, has decreased by a factor of about 12 over the period from 1960 to 2010

because of different reduction rates of VOCs and NObecause of different reduction rates of VOCs and NOxx emissions. Interestingly, PAN (which was emissions. Interestingly, PAN (which was

responsible for severe eye irritation in Los Angeles several decades ago) has decreased by a factor ofresponsible for severe eye irritation in Los Angeles several decades ago) has decreased by a factor of

about 130, a decrease greater than that of either VOCs or NOabout 130, a decrease greater than that of either VOCs or NOxx..
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Challenges to Curbing Air PollutionChallenges to Curbing Air Pollution
Why did the improvements shown in Figure 2 take so long to accomplish? Not only was development ofWhy did the improvements shown in Figure 2 take so long to accomplish? Not only was development of

the scientific understanding and engineering advances challenging, but protracted legal, social, andthe scientific understanding and engineering advances challenging, but protracted legal, social, and

political processes also slowed implementation of the required emission controls.political processes also slowed implementation of the required emission controls.

Effective air pollution control efforts require concerted action over the entire Effective air pollution control efforts require concerted action over the entire airshedairshed

(http://www.bcairquality.ca/airsheds/bc-airsheds.html)(http://www.bcairquality.ca/airsheds/bc-airsheds.html). This proved difficult—the Los Angeles region contains. This proved difficult—the Los Angeles region contains

3 counties and more than 50 separate cities. Progress proceeded slowly until officials formed the 3 counties and more than 50 separate cities. Progress proceeded slowly until officials formed the SouthSouth

Coast Air Quality Management DistrictCoast Air Quality Management District  (http://www.aqmd.gov) (http://www.aqmd.gov) in 1976, which then regulated all stationary in 1976, which then regulated all stationary

emission sources within the region in a consistent and comprehensive manner.emission sources within the region in a consistent and comprehensive manner.

Government officials, industry managers, and the public have maintained these concerted pollutionGovernment officials, industry managers, and the public have maintained these concerted pollution

control efforts for more than 50 years in Los Angeles. Progress there and across the United Statescontrol efforts for more than 50 years in Los Angeles. Progress there and across the United States

occurred over such a long period that many have forgotten how bad air pollution once was and haveoccurred over such a long period that many have forgotten how bad air pollution once was and have

failed to notice the gains made. In fact, most people alive in the United States today never experiencedfailed to notice the gains made. In fact, most people alive in the United States today never experienced

the very poor air quality of Los Angeles that occurred in past decades. This fading societal memory posesthe very poor air quality of Los Angeles that occurred in past decades. This fading societal memory poses

another challenge: how to ensure that improved air quality is not compromised as communities focus onanother challenge: how to ensure that improved air quality is not compromised as communities focus on

efforts to spur depressed economies and deal with other urgent societal problems.efforts to spur depressed economies and deal with other urgent societal problems.

Los Angeles: A Pollution Analogue for China?Los Angeles: A Pollution Analogue for China?
Residents of Beijing now face problems from degraded air quality similar to those the residents of LosResidents of Beijing now face problems from degraded air quality similar to those the residents of Los

Angeles once faced. As the Angeles once faced. As the GuardianGuardian reports reports  (http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/feb/25/china-toxic-air- (http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/feb/25/china-toxic-air-

pollution-nuclear-winter-scientists)pollution-nuclear-winter-scientists), “Chinese scientists have warned that the country’s toxic air pollution is, “Chinese scientists have warned that the country’s toxic air pollution is

now so bad that it resembles a nuclear winter, slowing photosynthesis in plants—and potentiallynow so bad that it resembles a nuclear winter, slowing photosynthesis in plants—and potentially

wreaking havoc on the country’s food supply” [wreaking havoc on the country’s food supply” [KaimanKaiman, 2014]., 2014].

The comparison between cities in Figure 1 suggests that present urban visibility degradation in Beijing isThe comparison between cities in Figure 1 suggests that present urban visibility degradation in Beijing is

similar to that in Los Angeles 65 years ago. Although measurement methods and data reportingsimilar to that in Los Angeles 65 years ago. Although measurement methods and data reporting

procedures have changed, in situ atmospheric measurements of particulate matter suggest that theprocedures have changed, in situ atmospheric measurements of particulate matter suggest that the

maximum concentrations in Beijing now may be higher than those ever experienced in Los Angeles, butmaximum concentrations in Beijing now may be higher than those ever experienced in Los Angeles, but

on an annual average basis, Los Angeles may have had worse particulate matter air quality.on an annual average basis, Los Angeles may have had worse particulate matter air quality.

In contrast, reported OIn contrast, reported O33 concentrations in Beijing seldom exceed 200 ppbv [e.g.,  concentrations in Beijing seldom exceed 200 ppbv [e.g., Zhang et alZhang et al., 2004], so., 2004], so

OO33 in Los Angeles had been worse than what Beijing has experienced so far. Air pollution in cities such in Los Angeles had been worse than what Beijing has experienced so far. Air pollution in cities such

as Beijing is in transition from sulfurous smog to photochemical air pollution. The rapid increase inas Beijing is in transition from sulfurous smog to photochemical air pollution. The rapid increase in

motor vehicles in Beijing and other developing cities may lead to greater photochemical Omotor vehicles in Beijing and other developing cities may lead to greater photochemical O33 production production

and higher future Oand higher future O33 concentrations. concentrations.
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A Regional, If Not Global, ApproachA Regional, If Not Global, Approach
As urbanization, global population, and economic development increase, long-range transport ofAs urbanization, global population, and economic development increase, long-range transport of

pollution becomes an increasingly important factor for cities looking to improve air quality. Regardlesspollution becomes an increasingly important factor for cities looking to improve air quality. Regardless

of where we live, air flow brings pollution from our upwind neighbors to us, whether those neighbors areof where we live, air flow brings pollution from our upwind neighbors to us, whether those neighbors are

nearby urban areas, adjacent states or countries, or relatively distant continents. Similarly, transport ofnearby urban areas, adjacent states or countries, or relatively distant continents. Similarly, transport of

our own pollution affects our downwind neighbors.our own pollution affects our downwind neighbors.

The importance of regional transport of pollutants originally emerged in Europe (e.g., The importance of regional transport of pollutants originally emerged in Europe (e.g., acid precipitationacid precipitation

(http://www.epa.gov/acidrain/what/)(http://www.epa.gov/acidrain/what/) [ [NordoNordo, 1976]) and later in North America (e.g., , 1976]) and later in North America (e.g., Ozone TransportOzone Transport

Assessment GroupAssessment Group  (http://www.epa.gov/ttn/naaqs/ozone/rto/rto.html) (http://www.epa.gov/ttn/naaqs/ozone/rto/rto.html) research in the eastern United States research in the eastern United States

[[Parker and BlodgettParker and Blodgett, 1999]). In Houston—a city that recently rivaled Los Angeles for the , 1999]). In Houston—a city that recently rivaled Los Angeles for the worst U.S. airworst U.S. air

qualityquality  (http://stateimpact.npr.org/texas/2012/08/20/now-you-can-see-houstons-smog-levels-in-almost-real-time/) (http://stateimpact.npr.org/texas/2012/08/20/now-you-can-see-houstons-smog-levels-in-almost-real-time/) largely largely

because it is home to a large fraction of the U.S. petrochemical industry—the contribution of Obecause it is home to a large fraction of the U.S. petrochemical industry—the contribution of O33

transported into the city has been, on average, larger than the contribution of local photochemicaltransported into the city has been, on average, larger than the contribution of local photochemical

production, even on days when Oproduction, even on days when O33 exceeded the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) exceeded the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)

[[Berlin et alBerlin et al., 2013].., 2013].

Long-range transportLong-range transport  (http://www.atmos.umd.edu/~russ/longrange.html) (http://www.atmos.umd.edu/~russ/longrange.html) of O of O33 and particulate matter is an and particulate matter is an

important issue to consider in all urban areas, not only in the more developed countries where localimportant issue to consider in all urban areas, not only in the more developed countries where local

emissions have already been stringently controlled but also in densely populated developing countries,emissions have already been stringently controlled but also in densely populated developing countries,

where large cities lie in close proximity to one another. In Asia, high population densities over a verywhere large cities lie in close proximity to one another. In Asia, high population densities over a very

broad region mean that the regional transport of pollution amplifies risks from poor Asian air quality inbroad region mean that the regional transport of pollution amplifies risks from poor Asian air quality in

ways that have no analogue in the United States. For example, more than 800 million people live inways that have no analogue in the United States. For example, more than 800 million people live in

eastern China, which includes Beijing and four other megacities. The air flowing into each of these citieseastern China, which includes Beijing and four other megacities. The air flowing into each of these cities

will often carry a concentrated mix of aged pollution from an upwind city. The addition of freshwill often carry a concentrated mix of aged pollution from an upwind city. The addition of fresh

emissions from local sources to the transported pollution will likely present new challenges to scientificemissions from local sources to the transported pollution will likely present new challenges to scientific

understanding of photochemical smog—challenges that must be surmounted in the effort to improveunderstanding of photochemical smog—challenges that must be surmounted in the effort to improve

Chinese air quality.Chinese air quality.

Just as the establishment of the South Coast Air Quality Management District was required to effectivelyJust as the establishment of the South Coast Air Quality Management District was required to effectively

improve the air quality in Los Angeles, it is likely that the entire eastern China region, or at least theimprove the air quality in Los Angeles, it is likely that the entire eastern China region, or at least the

North China Plain, will need to be treated as a single air basin before improvement in air quality can beNorth China Plain, will need to be treated as a single air basin before improvement in air quality can be

seen in Beijing, Shanghai, and the surrounding areas.seen in Beijing, Shanghai, and the surrounding areas.
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(https://eos.org/wp-(https://eos.org/wp-

content/uploads/2015/01/PARRISH_4823_Fig-content/uploads/2015/01/PARRISH_4823_Fig-

3_rgb.jpg)3_rgb.jpg)

Fig. 3. Results of a modeling study ofFig. 3. Results of a modeling study of

ozone during a pollution episode thatozone during a pollution episode that

encompassed nearly all of eastern China.encompassed nearly all of eastern China.

Adapted with permission from Zhao et al.,Adapted with permission from Zhao et al.,

[2009]. ©American Chemical Society.[2009]. ©American Chemical Society.

The modeling results shown in Figure 3 emphasize that, in effect, the entire eastern China region shouldThe modeling results shown in Figure 3 emphasize that, in effect, the entire eastern China region should

be con sidered to be one very large super megacity. Other areas in Asia (e.g., the  Indo-  Gangetic Plain)be con sidered to be one very large super megacity. Other areas in Asia (e.g., the  Indo-  Gangetic Plain)

may face similar prob lems and may need similar concerted mitigation efforts.may face similar prob lems and may need similar concerted mitigation efforts.

Limits to Air Quality ImprovementLimits to Air Quality Improvement
Despite the documented successes in the United States following implementation of the Despite the documented successes in the United States following implementation of the Clean Air ActClean Air Act

(http://epa.gov/air/caa/)(http://epa.gov/air/caa/), the United States’s ability to improve air quality has limits. Figure 2a shows that O, the United States’s ability to improve air quality has limits. Figure 2a shows that O33

mixing ratios have now dropped much below those observed before 1970; however, this decrease cannotmixing ratios have now dropped much below those observed before 1970; however, this decrease cannot

continue indefinitely. Air flowing into the United States contains background Ocontinue indefinitely. Air flowing into the United States contains background O33 concentrations, and concentrations, and

similar considerations exist for particulate matter.similar considerations exist for particulate matter.

An emerging challenge for American policies involves determining at what point air quality has beenAn emerging challenge for American policies involves determining at what point air quality has been

improved to an optimum extent. Even the background Oimproved to an optimum extent. Even the background O33 and particulate concentrations transported and particulate concentrations transported

into the country may have adverse health effects; however, these con cen trations cannot be reducedinto the country may have adverse health effects; however, these con cen trations cannot be reduced

solely by local and regional emission control efforts. Setting the U.S. NAAQS while considering onlysolely by local and regional emission control efforts. Setting the U.S. NAAQS while considering only
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health impacts without regard to feasibility—as currently is required of the U.S. Environ mentalhealth impacts without regard to feasibility—as currently is required of the U.S. Environ mental

Protection Agency (EPA)—will likely lead to stan dards that cannot be met in some areas.Protection Agency (EPA)—will likely lead to stan dards that cannot be met in some areas.

Are Pollution Control Efforts Worth It?Are Pollution Control Efforts Worth It?
Has the improvement of air quality in U.S. urban areas been worth the cost? EPA conducted a Has the improvement of air quality in U.S. urban areas been worth the cost? EPA conducted a series ofseries of

studiesstudies  (http://www.epa.gov/cleanairactbenefits/index.html) (http://www.epa.gov/cleanairactbenefits/index.html) to specifically determine how the overall health, to specifically determine how the overall health,

welfare, ecological, and economic benefits of Clean Air Act (CAA) programs com pare to the costs of thesewelfare, ecological, and economic benefits of Clean Air Act (CAA) programs com pare to the costs of these

programs.programs.

The The first reportfirst report  (http://www.epa.gov/cleanairactbenefits/retro.html) (http://www.epa.gov/cleanairactbenefits/retro.html) released in 1997 presented a retro spective released in 1997 presented a retro spective

analysis of costs and benefits for the period spanning 1970 to 1990, and the later reports provided aanalysis of costs and benefits for the period spanning 1970 to 1990, and the later reports provided a

prospective analysis for 1990 to 2020. These reports underwent extensive review by panels of outsideprospective analysis for 1990 to 2020. These reports underwent extensive review by panels of outside

experts and by the Department of Labor and Department of Commerce.experts and by the Department of Labor and Department of Commerce.

EPA found that improving air quality has been costly: Control efforts from 1970 to 1990 cost anEPA found that improving air quality has been costly: Control efforts from 1970 to 1990 cost an

estimated $0.52 trillion (inflation adjusted to 1990 dollars), whereas the central estimate of totalestimated $0.52 trillion (inflation adjusted to 1990 dollars), whereas the central estimate of total

monetized benefits of the CAA from 1970 to 1990 was $22 trillion. Thus, the air quality improvementmonetized benefits of the CAA from 1970 to 1990 was $22 trillion. Thus, the air quality improvement

that resulted from the CAA from 1970 to 1990 was quite  cost-  effective, with benefits exceeding costs by athat resulted from the CAA from 1970 to 1990 was quite  cost-  effective, with benefits exceeding costs by a

ratio of approximately 42:1 (best estimate). Subsequent EPA reports found continuing large  benefit- to- ratio of approximately 42:1 (best estimate). Subsequent EPA reports found continuing large  benefit- to- 

cost ratios.cost ratios.

In addition, as noted in the first report, “there are social and personal values furthered by the Clean AirIn addition, as noted in the first report, “there are social and personal values furthered by the Clean Air

Act, which have not been effectively captured by the  dollar- based measures” used in the studies.Act, which have not been effectively captured by the  dollar- based measures” used in the studies.

Reductions in adverse health and environmental effects enhance quality of life well beyond factors thatReductions in adverse health and environmental effects enhance quality of life well beyond factors that

can be monetized. How can one fairly value a morning walk while breathing fresh air and enjoying a viewcan be monetized. How can one fairly value a morning walk while breathing fresh air and enjoying a view

of the surroundings? Such an activity was seldom available to Los Angeles residents during the mid-20thof the surroundings? Such an activity was seldom available to Los Angeles residents during the mid-20th

century.century.

The EPA reports can assure developing megacities that investments in air quality improvement areThe EPA reports can assure developing megacities that investments in air quality improvement are

rewarded by improved health and general  well-  being of the urban populations. Although the experiencerewarded by improved health and general  well-  being of the urban populations. Although the experience

in the United States may not directly apply to other megacities, it is a guide to some of the scientific,in the United States may not directly apply to other megacities, it is a guide to some of the scientific,

technical, and policy approaches required elsewhere.technical, and policy approaches required elsewhere.
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